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Devoted to ‘The Power of Challenge’ this year’s EuRA conference in the beautiful
city of Warsaw proved inspirational to say the least. With more speakers than ever
before, tackling everything from Brexit to brand value, we’ve decided to report
back on some of the most important talks.
Many of our members are small or mid-sized business owners, which means that
there will come a time when we have to consider what will happen after we hand
over our company on to the next generation. Or perhaps you’ve been considering
growth, in which case a merger could be on your mind. In ‘Clicking Culturally’ we
detail our own research as well as provide you with a link to the conference session
recording.
Company culture affects more than the workplace itself: in a world where a
platform such as Twitter can make or break a presidency, it’s important to consider
your brand values and how you communicate them both with your team and the
outside world. We bring you practical advice on getting your message out there,
and what to share where.
CERC - the Canadian Employee Relocation Council - and EuRA have conducted
extensive research on what factors motivate talent to move abroad for their career.
We bring you some of the main highlights from this report too, with more to come
in a future edition. Finally, we take a look closer to home, where regulations on
short stays have become somewhat clearer - or not - after the recent summer
agreement. Joël VanMellaert of BBF has kindly helped point the way through the
maze of local regulations.
From a personal standpoint I look forward to the challenges that my new role as
Benelux Representative to the EuRA Board will bring. I hope you too are looking
forward to any personal and professional challenges that may be coming your way
and have enjoyed a great summer. After all, with challenge comes opportunity!

nt
Isabele Prémo

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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Short Stays
the latest tax & legal updates for the short stay industry

Since February 1st, 2017 anyone renting out their spare
room or other property must pay the same taxes as those
that are applied to hotels in the region. From that date
onwards, the responsibility for hotel tax shifted from the
19 individual municipalities to the region. For the likes
of AirBnB, the taxation system surrounding privately
managed short stay rooms, apartments and houses used
to be quite the grey area, and to be honest, with the new
regulations it’s not necessarily become that much clearer.
Each region of Belgium has different rules about renting
rooms under P2P arrangements, for example in Flanders,
even private accommodation providers have to have an
authorisation, which may only be granted after inspection,
and the property has to meet much the same requirements
as for domestic rentals e.g. smoke detectors. The Cabinet
of the Premier of Brussels, responsible for Tourism, Rudi
Vervoort, enforced on the spot checks in the Brussels region
late last year to ensure that standards were being met.
Further to this, Brussels region hosts are now also required
to register with the Brussels Economy and Employment
service. In Flanders business operators will be required to
register online with the General Tourism Commission, CGT.
What knock-on effect do these new “tourist accommodation”
regulations have for the short-stay market in Brussels?
We spoke to Joël Vanmellaert, Managing Director of BBF
Serviced Apartments to hear what impact these rules have
on the industry and how it may affect the consumer.
First of all, the registration procedure is incredibly
complicated. AirBnB have already complained that the

by ElizaMaree Power

regulations are too complex. At the beginning of the year an
estimated 2,000 of the 7,000 people offering accommodation
had registered their status with their municipality. The
impact of this is that the supply will likely dwindle. When
supply decreases, the only outcome is an increase in price of
accommodation – not good for the consumer.
Secondly, when the “landlord” or owner is being asked to
pay tax on their earnings, the one who suffers is of course
the end-user, who sees an increase in price, despite the
fact that a private let rarely offers the same level of quality
that professionally managed accommodation does. And
although the newly minted ‘summer agreement’ states
that working persons can now earn up to €500 per month
untaxed, someone with a nice room on offer can quickly
surpass that amount, which means they will have to pay
these taxes anyway.
Thirdly, and not at regional level but at local municipal
level: there are also municipal taxes to be paid on furnished
rentals. Any landlord renting out their property as furnished
must register this with the municipality and pay tax
accordingly. For example, in Sint Gilles the tax on a furnished
accommodation is set at €200 per year. Of course, this is
ultimately paid for by the tenant.
The regulations enforced that the beginning of the year will
come under review after the initial implementation period,
however how will the industry deal with the changes in the
meantime? Will this see a welcome resurgence in hotel stays
as opposed to internet P2P bookings? Only time will tell.

RELOCATE
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Clicking Culturally
mergers, acquisitions and family firms			

Inspired by the ‘Clicking Culturally’ session at the recent
EuRA Relocation Congress in Warsaw we decided to look
at what happens when we feel ready to pass our ‘baby’
on to the next generation. Will your company stay in the
family or will you find that perfect partner who is willing
to contribute to its growth after you say goodbye? And
what happens after you have left? Will everybody be as
happy as they once were? Will people ‘click’ with the new
company culture?
Looking across the business world, approximately 70% of
family-owned businesses fail or are sold before the second
generation gets a chance to take over. A mere 10% remain
active, privately held companies that continue to operate
under the leadership of the third generation. In stark contrast
to publicly owned firms (in which CEO’s hold the reins for an
average of six years) many family businesses have the same
leaders for 20 or 25 years, and these lengthy and established
leadership tenures can make it harder to cope with shifts
in technology, business models, and consumer behaviour.
Today family firms in emerging markets face new threats
from globalisation. In many ways, leading a family-owned
business has never been harder.
So what is the answer? Stay put or sell out? ReLocate has
consulted the experts in both these fields and brings you the
best ways to do either.
AUGUST 2017

by ElizaMaree Power

Tips for Growing a Family Business
Offering your offspring a fallback option
Many owner/operators of family businesses built their
dreams on the idea that their children would work together
with them, that they would create something lasting that
would provide for their offspring in the years that follow
their retirement or passing. In some situations this creates a
positive and profitable collaboration as the child is familiar
with the running of the business and knows the product or
service back to front by the time that they take over. In other
family businesses, where the business is quite successful
from the beginning, the children are raised in a wealthy
atmosphere and may indulge in more frivolous pursuits in
their late teens and early twenties. So by the time they need
to get serious and settle into their role of proprietor, they
are unprepared for the task and due to lack of experience
the business fails in the hands of the second generation.
Ensure essential screening and training is employed
Following on from the two situations explained above,
ensuring that those family members that do join in the
efforts of the family business are experienced, educated
and qualified to do so, is essential to the continuation of
achieving profits and developing the nature of the business.
Simply being born into a family that runs its own enterprise
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is not qualification enough to take the lead, or even a
management role. There are many family businesses that
employ best practices such as ensuring their offspring have
attained the proper education required of such positions
(in the outside world) such as a diploma, degree or even
masters. This is also coupled at times with enough relevant
experience in a business outside the family business. Some
families even go to the extent of having their family members
apply for the vacant positions alongside nonfamily members.
“We were at

in our

marketing or sales. However comforting this may be for the
parent to teach the child their specialty and for the child
to feel they are “stepping into the shoes” of the parent,
this can cause problems within the business. The first issue
this raises is by staying in specialised silos: managers in the
next generation do not gain the cross-functional expertise
required for overall operational leadership. Secondly, there
can be negative consequences of close family members
supervising one another. Personal dynamics
come into play and this can interfere with
the stage
coaching and the candid feedback that’s
lives where
necessary for career evolution.

The family expands more quickly than the
we looked at our two
business
Quite interestingly, some families expand daughters and asked
Engage the services of non-family mentors
more quickly than the business does. them ‘so what do you
A great way to avoid this situation is to appoint
Growing a business can take a few decades, think?’ They just said
mentors that are not part of the family. Even
and dealing with economic highs and lows,
in circumstances where the business is quite
market dips and competition can take ‘mum, we want a real
small and family members need to supervise
its toll. In contrast to a growing family, a job.”
one another, ensuring there is input from
business expands and shrinks with the flow Beverly Dwiggens-Mayhew,
an interested external party means they can
of economic growth and decline. When a Founder & President,
provide objective performance evaluation.
business founder has a few children, and Orientations Inc.
each of those children take a spouse and
It is important to recognise that family
have children of their own, each of whom are
owned and run businesses will always
interested in taking on a role within the business, employee
operate differently to publicly owned firms. There are many
supply can outweigh demand. Ensure that you do not
positive elements of working closely with your family, in an
merely take family members on as staff to please spouses
industry that could possibly define the character and nature
or continue interest from grandchildren. The business must
of those family members. However, to survive the longcontinue to operate as a business and not cater to the
haul, family businesses must ensure that they adopt formal
emotions of growing families.
policy and strategy on employment, promotion, growth and
investment interests. In that way they can ensure that the
Plan for growth to include the growing family
business continues to be passed from one generation to the
The first two tips are about planning to avoid failure. You
next.
want to ensure there is genuine interest from family
members, and that this is complimented with a solid
Tips for Mergers and Acquisitions
education that meets the experience requirements from
the hiring company (yours). This is about developing
In the event that there are no family members to pass the
strategies to grow the business and
business on to, or the next generation are
create roles for the ever-increasing family “Everybody thinks about uninterested, uneducated or unavailable, the
members. For example: two brothers who ‘The Succession Plan’.
inevitable decision to merge with another
took over the family business from their
business or to sell your business on may
father anticipated handing leadership to I had great ideas, but no have to be made. Or, it could be the case
their combined seven children. The brothers successor.”
that you want to increase your stronghold
realised that their business would need to Patrick Oman, Chairman, Irish in your industry or expand your business
expand to accommodate their children to Relocation Services
to include more family members and you
the extent that enough high-level roles could
want to acquire another company. In general
be created within the business. As their
terms, more than 50 percent of mergers and acquisitions
offspring completed their education and found the relevant
fail and more than 80 percent fail to enhance shareholder
experience to join the family business, the fathers employed
value. Let’s review some ideas on the best way to ensure the
the strategy of purchasing two other companies in the
upcoming change in your business is a positive one.
surrounding area with the intent of dispatching members
of the next generation to run things in the other locations.
There is more than just one way to merge, or acquire.
This in turn generated the revenue required to support the
Depending on the unique characteristics of your business
newly employed family members as well as offering enough
and the business you are about to engage with, you may
operational roles for them to fulfil.
want to consider the following:
Bloodline determining job function when joining the
business
It happens quite often in family owned businesses: the
tendency for parent and child to specialise in the same
aspect of the business. This could be finance, operations,

A buys B
B buys A
A trades shares in A for shares in B
B as above
C is created and shares provide to shareholders in A & B
RELOCATE
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In all cases, there are a few points to consider and taking
note of these before you take the plunge can help you avoid
the pitfalls of a joining of enterprises.

sometimes dull process when ironing out the logistics of
the deal, however losing sight of what the two business are
going to become once joined is quite dangerous. Be clear
with your staff, ensure they have no unreal
“We saw the industry
expectations of how much better (or worse)
the new working structure is going to be, and
changing and knew
be honest – some questions they have may
we’d have to make an
not be able to be answered for a while.

What are your motives?
Growing the business for the good of your
family is a wonderful motive for merging
with or acquiring another business. Selling
your business due to lack of interest or lack investment in order
of family personnel to take over is also a solid to stay ahead of the
Preparation for change
reason. However, be honest with yourself. Is curve. But making
Those staff employed in family run businesses
it a good time to make this change? What is
(be it family members or non-family
such an investment at
the economic climate at present? Would it be
members) are used to a particular way of
a better choice to wait a few years to grow, our age had us asking
working. Just like a family, with its traditions
instead of buckling to family pressure right ‘when will we see the
and preferences for let’s say, a particular
now? If you need to delay due to a difficult return?’ The time was
supplier or a brand of soap in the bathroom,
market you could ask your children to take
a family business can become accustomed to
some more time to invest in their education right personally and
a particular way of operating. When change
or experience. Making a rash choice due professionally.”
occurs, this can be confronting for both
to family concerns is not business-savvy. If Dean Foster, Executive
family and staff members. Getting together
facing a merger or acquisition your role in Strategic Consultant,
with the leadership team and realistically
the organisation may change entirely, so Dwellworks
setting out possible risks and downsides to
you need to be clear with yourself what you
the upcoming deal ensures you’re not caught
expect and what you want to get out of the new union.
out when having to face emotional responses to change.
Have a plan and you will find those tricky moments are
You’re building something entirely new
settled more quickly than you expect.
Building your company from scratch is something sole
proprietors should be proud of. You are used to making the
On the same page
decisions entirely on your own and taking sole responsibility
Making sure not only the leadership team, but also the staff
for them. Taking on a new company with a history and
themselves are on the same page is crucial to what happens
operational structure of its own is a big task and getting two
after the deal has been done. You have to look ahead to
teams of people to work together and accept
after the dust has settled and agree on
the new leadership structure takes some “I was keen for Patrick
common goals for the future of the business.
planning. You can consider the following to
Success is more easily achieved when
[Oman] to stick around
pre-empt any difficulties that may arise:
everyone involved is aware of what needs to
• From the get-go clearly define your new for a while and he was
be accomplished. Set down some milestones
role: and the role of each member of the keen to stay too, but
and ways of measuring attainment of these
executive team. Clarity is crucial in the you have to lay out the
goals. Short-term goals keep the energy
early days as this will prevent any niggling
levels up and push you onwards towards the
concerns and enable the team to focus on ground rules of how that long-term goals.
relationship is going to
the big picture.
• Be exact about the new leadership structure: continue. There has to
Find out more about what the EuRA panel
as you now command a larger team than be clarity of roles.”
had to say on their personal experiences
previously, ensuring a representative from
in merging and acquiring their various
Dan Sennet, Managing
each area of the new business is involved in
companies by visiting the EuRA YouTube
Director, Irish Relocation
the integration of the two entities encourages
channel. http://bit.ly/2uNiYk2
Services
cohesion and constant communication
amongst team members.
• Pre-empt concerns: more people in the staffing structure
means more feedback and possible complaint about
decisions that need to be made. Being mindful of the
reasons behind taking the chosen course of action and
being able to readily explain them can take the sting out of
criticism during the changeover.
Be real
It’s all about the integration of the two businesses. When
those involved are too distracted by the completion date
and possible payouts, the new entity itself loses focus
and can fail right from the start. It can be a lengthy and
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Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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The Power of Social Media
leveraging the newsfeed for your business’ benefit

by Fiona Klomp

The second EuRA conference session that stood out for
its relevance to all our members spoke about leveraging
social media for our business’ benefit. Entitled “How small
companies can use the power of social media” it proved
an inspiring session full of practical advice. We’ve spoken
about how to turn your stakeholders into brand believers
(ReLocate June 2016) and the tech shift that is driven by
millennials (August 2016), but this issue we bring you easy
to follow advice on how to get yourself noticed on social
media as growing brand recognition and opportunities to
convert new clients increasingly take place online. You
may also want to check out what EuRA’s keynote speaker
Tony Chapman had to say on selling your brand by visiting:
http://bit.ly/2v3ORVP Finally, we want to remind our
members that the ABRA newsfeed is the perfect platform
through which to share your expertise.

that you will be drumming up a lot of serious business here
anytime soon.

Choose your Platforms

LinkedIn

There is no point in trying to be on every single platform
out there. Unless you can put someone on this (almost)
full-time, you will have to decide which channels are the
most interesting to you and then carefully consider which
of these will be your main priority. At a guess, for most of
you this will be LinkedIn. Facebook may have more users
globally, but broadly speaking most people will use this for
their more personal updates: holiday photos, inspirational
quotes, lighter news topics - and lest we forget - the “silly”
stuff such as memes and name games. As such it is unlikely
AUGUST 2017

Facebook

That doesn’t mean to say you should forsake your Facebook
Company Page entirely: it’s a great platform for quick
updates that catch your followers’ eye and that will drive
them to your website or LinkedIn profile when they are
actively looking for your professional support. Use your
Facebook page for the more personal approach and keep
the updates coming regularly. As a general rule of thumb
your content here should be around 80% industry relevant
news, expert tips & advice, relevant articles, memes, videos
and other entertaining content. Just 20% of your posts
should include product updates, special offers, contests, and
the like, if you want followers to stay invested in your story.

LinkedIn on the other hand is where businesses and decision
makers hang out. This is where we go to find out about
industry relevant news, making it an essential part of any
company’s social media presence. As the number one*
social medium for lead generation, it is the perfect place
to showcase your expertise and industry knowledge, so
make sure you post regular updates that stand out from the
newsfeed.

* “For B2B companies, LinkedIn is one of the most powerful social media channels available. ...research of more than 5,000
companies has shown that LinkedIn is 277% more effective at generating leads than Facebook and Twitter.” - MarketingLand
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Use your LinkedIn page to ask questions, post articles and
industry insights, conduct polls and research, press releases
and other items that you would like to share with a business
audience and that showcases your expertise.
Of course, you want to ensure that anything you publish is
seen by as many people as possible. The best thing to do is
to publish company content through the company page and
then repost it to your personal newsfeed to share with your
personal contacts. Ask team members to repost the content
as well, so that it can pass by their followers’ newsfeeds too.
And finally, make sure to share your content with the ABRA
Groups for maximum visibility.

A Professional Profile

Most likely you will already have a personal profile on
LinkedIn (which of course has a professional looking
headshot instead of a holiday picture with your partner cut
off), but do you have a company page as well? If not, then
this is the place to start.
Your company profile should feature a clear description of
your services, aims, and company philosophy, as well as
your contact details. Employees should link themselves to
the company profile page so that “2-10 employees” doesn’t
just look like an empty statement, but actually shows
the people behind the organisation. We all prefer doing
business with actual people, and this is a quick and easy way
to give your company that personal touch. Share your most
important content across different platforms for a quick and

easy way to keep that newsfeed moving: with a small tweak
that industry report might work for Facebook and Twitter
too. Most importantly: don’t give up. There is no magic
pill for instant social media success, instead it’s very much a
case of try and try again before you hit the perfect note that
will have new clients knocking on your door.

For ABRA Members only: Knowledge Sharing

That being said, we want to help get you the attention you
deserve. Our members deliver the highest levels of service
and professionalism and are each experts in their field.
And with our combined knowledge base being the most
extensive in the Belgian industry, we want to maximise our
impact.
As well as articles published by ABRA, we want to invite you,
our members, to share your expertise with our readership
through the newsfeed on the ABRA website, as well as
through our Group pages. If you have published a white
paper, conducted industry related research or have a wellresearched answer to a particular topic or current affair,
then please do share it with us so we can help spread the
word.
Find out what the EuRA panel had to say on leveraging the
power of social media by visiting their YouTube channel.
http://bit.ly/2vzqyQL
GREAT NEWS! ABRA members receive a free best practice
guide to social media sharing. Drop us a line at:
relocate@abra-relocation.com for your free copy.

98% of families who
visit BSB choose
our school
“ The learning opportunities that BSB provide
for our children are unique. My children
settled in quickly and are very happy!”
Mrs Oki from Japan, who chose BSB
for her twins Aika and Kaito (Year 1)

Your
favourite
school
RELOCATE

To find out why, visit
www.britishschool.be
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Moving Away from Globalisation
global employees less inclined to move abroad than five years ago

Last year’s report on ‘The Future of Talent Mobility’
(ReLocate August 2016) raised issues ranging from cost and
compliance to the complexities that employers face, and
looked at the nature of markets and underlying difficulties
with governments. This year CERC - the Canadian Employee
Relocation Council - and EuRA joined forces to examine
employee motivations.
The survey was first undertaken in 2012 to provide benchmark
figures, and now, five years on, we see interesting findings.
Most importantly, where last year CEO’s predicted an overall
increase in mobility, this year we find that employees are
less willing to relocate than they were five years ago. So
what were the main takeaways from this report?

The Survey

The global survey was organized by CERC, conducted by
Ipsos, and includes a comprehensive survey of 10,000
employees in 20 countries from all parts of the world. Asking
four targeted questions, the survey aims to tabulate what
factors play an important role in an employee’s willingness
to move to another country for work.

Detailed Findings

Eighteen percent of employees in 20 countries say they
would be ‘very likely’ to temporarily relocate for up to 2
years and take a full-time job in another country with a 10%
pay increase, down seven points from 2012 (25%). Over one
quarter of employees are ‘somewhat likely’ while just under
one quarter are ‘not very likely’ and three in ten say they
AUGUST 2017

by Fiona Klomp

are ‘not at all likely’ to relocate. About the same proportion
indicate they would be willing to relocate permanently in
2017. If there is a guarantee of a fulltime job the proportion
indicating they are ‘very likely’ to relocate increases to
almost three in ten but drops significantly if there is no
guarantee of fulltime employment.
At three in ten or more, those working in marketing/
advertising/public relations, arts/entertainment/recreation,
aerospace/defence, mining/natural resources/forestry,
and the oil and gas industry are the most inclined to say
they are ‘very likely’ to consider temporary relocation for
up to 2 years with a 10% increase in salary. Across most
industries, there is less willingness to relocate compared to
2012. Specifically, those employed in telecommunications/
IT, medical, government, and education are significantly less
inclined to relocate than in 2012.
In terms of demographics, those who are most enticed
by the prospect of temporary relocation for up to 2 years
include senior executives/decision makers at their work,
those under the age of 35, business owners, and those who
are unmarried.

Incentives to Move Abroad

Close to two in ten in 20 countries say they would be
‘very likely’ to temporarily relocate for up to 2 years with
little incentive beyond a 10% pay increase. However,
this proportion can as much as double when some extra
incentives are put in place, specifically, a guaranteed option
to return to their current role after two years (36%), paid
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language training if necessary (36%), airline tickets for family
visits (35%), immigration assistance for their spouse or
partner (35%), and a 10% pay raise (34%). However, global
employees are less motivated to relocate by virtually all
incentives than they were in 2012.
“We tend to view countries such as China
(-24%), Russia (-17%), and India (-18%) as
an important source of talent, but with
their economies seeing significant growth
and living standards improving, the need
to relocate is not as great as it was a few
years ago, showing an important shift,” says
Stephen Cryne, President and CEO of CERC.

Global employees were asked about their level of agreement
with new statements in 2017 pertaining to immigration,
healthcare, education, social security, taxation, and the
economy. Global employees are most likely
to agree that they would only relocate to a
“We are all chasing that country that has a high quality and accessible
small percentage of
health care system, is friendly to immigrants,
and has a good social security system.
people who are willing
Agreement is lower, but still strong, that
to move”
they would only relocate to a country that
Stephen Cryne, President &
has a high quality and accessible educational
CEO of CERC
system, an innovative economy, and a low tax
burden.

Additional Spousal Support

In addition to the eighteen percent who are ‘very likely’ to
temporarily relocate, twice as many could be convinced if
their employer provides support for their spouse to get a
job there too. “Family concerns, and particularly spousal
employment concerns, are major factors employees take
into account when considering whether to pack up and
move for a new job,” adds Cryne. However, global employees
indicate they are less likely to be convinced than five years
ago. Furthermore, four in ten global employees agree that
there is nothing their employer can do to convince them to
take an international assignment, an increase of five points
versus 2012.

RENT

MORE

serviced

Relocation and Government Policy

Favoured Destinations

Nearly four in ten (37%) global employees ‘strongly agree’
that the country the foreign assignment sends them to is a
major factor in their decision to relocate (or not), down five
points from 2012 (42%). Compared to 2012, less say they
want to relocate to the United States, though at three in
ten it remains the top choice in terms of the country global
employees most want to relocate to, followed by Canada,
the United Kingdom, Australia, Germany, and Switzerland.
For the full report please contact EuRA.
View the session recording on YouTube http://bit.ly/2uoPaLX

. B RUS S E LS

apartments

Because we prefer
Quality over Quantity.

• top locations in modern & historic buildings
• medium & long term rentals
• furnished & unfurnished apartments
• rental prices as of €950
Call today, book tomorrow.
www.rentmore.be
info@rentmore.be | +32 (0)2 305 55 55
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Expats in Brussels Guide 2017 out now
From relocation service providers to
long and short term accommodation and moving services to a practical overview of the most important
players in the utility industry and
what documentation to provide
when registering, the Expats in Brussels Guide is full of essential information on living and working in Brussels. Order yours via:

Trailing spouse looking to start a business?
Head over to StartIt@KBC
If you have a great idea that needs accelerating to make
it happen, then get in touch with KBC. StartIt@KBC is an
incubator and accelerator for startups and entrepreneurs
looking to take the next step. Anyone with a scalable and
innovative idea can apply and with the next pitch day fast
approaching (10/10/2017) now is the time to apply! Further
details and applications:
			

www.expatsinbrussels.be/en/order

•

www.startit.be

•
New look and schedule for The Bulletin
Belgium’s leading English-language
Ackroyd Publications, has increased
the frequency of its flagship title, The
Bulletin. “By publishing four issues
a year, one for each season, we are
reinforcing our multimedia brand and
defiantly saying print is still alive,”
says editor-in-chief Sarah Crew.

media

company,

The new-look quarterly publication
replaces the biannual Bulletin
Newcomer and annual Bulletin Best
of Belgium magazines. It offers a
seasonal mix of features, interviews and practical information
aimed at the country’s international community.
			

www.thebulletin.be

•

Bénédicte Van Bauwel joins the Map Group
as Senior Account Manager
The Map Group is very happy to welcome Bénédicte Van
Bauwel as senior account manager. With almost 20 years
of experience in the relocation world, having lived abroad,
and speaking several languages (French, Dutch, English and
Greek) she is a great asset for our group. You can reach her
by emailing benedicte.vanbauwel@map-relocations.com
or by calling +32 (0)2 658 80 80.
		
		
www.themapgroup.com

•

Merger for Gosselin Mobility and DT Moving
“We are pleased to announce that DT Moving’s Managing
Director Nick Kerr has concluded an agreement with Marc
Smet, CEO of Gosselin, to merge DT Moving with Gosselin
Mobility, effective immediately. The agreement incorporates DT Moving UK and France as a subsidiary of Gosselin
Mobility, in which Nick Kerr is now a shareholder. The combined entity creates a pan-European network of 51 offices
in 34 countries, and we hope many opportunities with our
clients and partners all over Europe and the World!” says
Sales & Marketing Manager Tim Daniells. Read the full announcement here: http://bit.ly/2qaTACv
				
			www.gosselingroup.eu

•

Ria Debruyn joins Expat & Co Insurance Solutions
as Business Development Manager
Ria Debruyn will be joining Expat & Co as of August 1st,
2017 as Business Development Manager for Benelux and
Northern France. Thanks to her extensive experience with
Uniglobe Travel and Key Travel Ria truly understands the
needs of the globally mobile.
		

AUGUST 2017

www.expatinsurance.eu

NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
New Exit Survey Service by GMFC
Expats should feel just as supported when they leave as
they did upon arrival. With this in mind, GMFC has added
even more support as part of their standard exit survey
cleaning service. “One of our team leaders will always
be present during the exit survey,” says founder GianLuca
Memmi. “They can intervene immediately if needed, and
reassure the client during and after the appraisal. This way
they can be sure that nothing is forgotten, everything has
been cleaned and that, if there is a complaint, the cleaner is
there to act on it immediately. The client gets a positive exit
report and their security deposit back.”
			

www.gmfc.be

•
ISF & St Paul’s British Primary School join forces
International School of Flanders (ISF), located on the
Waterloo/Sint-Genesius-Rode border, and St Paul’s British
Primary School (SPBPS) in Vossem-Tervuren, have joined
forces in spring 2017. This exciting initiative combines
the strengths of both schools to provide a high quality,
innovative, and durable international experience for families
in the Brussels-Leuven region seeking a more personal 21st
century education. With effect from 10th April, the incoming
Head of SPBPS will be Ms Orla McLoughlin, replacing Brett
Neilson who recently announced that he is leaving at Easter
to take up a new role after eight successful years leading
the school.
		
www.isfwaterloo.org
			
www.stpaulsbps.com
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Antwerp International School Receives IB Primary Years
Programme Accreditation
Antwerp International School (AIS) has been authorised
to offer the International Baccalaureate Primary Years
Programme (IB PYP). AIS looks forward to stimulating young
minds and offering students real-world learning experiences,
laying the foundation for both the Middle Years Programme
(MYP) and the IB Diploma Programme (DP).
“We are extremely proud of the fact that we are currently
the only school in Belgium authorised to offer the full
continuum of International Baccalaureate curricula,” says
Andreas Koini, Head of School. “This marks a milestone in our
pledge to remain on the forefront of 21st century pedagogy
and to provide an outstanding learning environment for our
students.”
AIS received the official authorisation on 22 June 2017. It
is the school’s second IB accomplishment this year, after its
MYP authorisation in January. The visit happened in March
2017, but the PYP (the first of three IB Programmes) has
been in place since 2013, with Primary School Principal Kaye
Gustafson and PYP Co-Coordinator Evita Flock working hard
to implement the new curriculum.
			

www.ais-antwerp.be

•

•
Exciting Campus Enhancements at St. John’s
St. John’s International School will be installing an allweather sports field over the summer as well as an all new
playground for our Elementary students, not only with great
play equipment but also with a multi-sport field to further
improve the student experience at St. John’s.
Outstanding IB results at The British School of Brussels
Many very happy faces are celebrating outstanding results
for yet another extremely successful year at BSB. An official
press release will be issued in August for all of our Post-16
results for IB Diploma, A Level and BTEC. BSB remains the
only school to offer three pre-university routes for 16-18
year olds.
		

www.britishschool.be

•

		

www.stjohns.be

•
ABC Relocation joins the MAP Group
And in closing: ABC Relocation has joined the MAP Group as
of August 1st, 2017. John Blakeway will be working closely
with Isabelle Prémont and the MAP Group during this
transition period for a smooth and steady transfer. More
details to follow soon.

•

RELOCATE
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 16th March, 2017
The meeting took place at International School Ghent, De Pintelaan 258, 9000 Ghent. Guest speaker was Antoine Coppens,
President of Academics for Development, who spoke about projects that give students the possibility to have social impact in
a durable and meaningful way. The initiative is a think and action tank for social entrepreneurship that guides students with an
idea around green technology. Following their business plan, they are given the opportunity to put their plans into action in
developing countries, passing on the knowledge to the locals after they leave.
For more event photographs and to put names to faces please visit the ABRA website.

AUGUST 2017
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EXPATS FEEL
AT HOME RIGHT AWAY.

GET YOUR FREE PREMIUM PACK!
The Premium Pack includes 3 multi-currency accounts,
up to 2 Gold credit cards* and many more advantages.
BNP Paribas Fortis offers you personalised banking & insurance
solutions. Apply from home now, it’s really easy!

bnpparibasfortis.be/expatinbelgium

* Subject to approval of your application.
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